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we wish to thank all the artists for supporting us with such 
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creating common wealth...

the british empire has left an imperial legacy in all of its former colonies. all the commonwealth 
countries enjoy, apart from their own rich culture, an imperialistic influence which is reflected in 
their history and also in their contemporary art, architecture and culture. the sociological impact 
of the raj, is reflected in our everyday life and subconsciously on our art forms. this fusion takes 
our contemporary art scene to a new high. 

we have carefully selected art works from leading contemporary artists and international artists 
from the common wealth countries, to create a worthy investment opportunity for art lovers and 
collectors.

at the gallery our endeavour is to reflect this very thought, through our show "creating common 
wealth". 

wealth is timeless...

moving forward on this theme we showcase art that will be cherished by generations to come. 
each of these works as we foresee will be passed on as treasured heirloom. we want everyone who 
indulges in art, to truly revel and savour in it. we wanted to extend and share the indulgence with 
all of you. 

keeping this in mind as a discerning buyer, we enjoy being pampered. we love being spoilt for 
choice. when we indulge in anything luxurious, there is the ‘need’ to feel special. we want the 
whole buying experience to be as excessive as the art we buy and cherish. 

influenced by the title ‘creating commonwealth’ ace designer raghavendra rathore has designed a 
special collection which incorporates this rich heritage of india. each of these garments would be 
valued and cherished since the garments will be specially designed and crafted as a piece of art 
and will rightly represent the great handloom legacy of the country. the collection will be put 
together as an installation in the show.

please enjoy the show.

gallery ragini

w o r d s f r o m t h e o r g a n i s e r



a lifestyle designer who values the heritage of the bygone era, while inducing a fresh modern approach to 
design, raghavendra rathore is a master in utilizing the training of his craft that he assiduously learnt at 
the parsons school of design in new york, in a heraldic manner. the versatile portfolio of the designer's 
product range spans- home products, interior & furnishing design, outdoor iron & wood furniture design, 
jewellery design and essentially high end fashion design. 

with the valuable 1200 years of family history & linage, it is undoubtedly the source of inspiration in his 
work; his brand philosophy clearly revolves around recognizing the future trends while respecting the 
ancient giving any project that he undertakes, a fresh new perspective. his contribution in making the 
jodhpuri jacket (nehru jacket) and the jodhpur pant fashionable is well documented. 

rathore's international experience in new york gives him an edge and the insight to create the right mix of 
aesthetics, craft and heritage in the products that he designs most meticulously with a global  and 
regional appeal.



anoli perera   |   civilizing serendib series
60 x 30 inches   |   digital prints

(photography by shirmal silva)



arron teo  |   let there be box
16 x 24 inches   |   digital prints



aanchal wazir   |   da vincis dead & capitalism sucks
60 x 48 inches   |   acrylic on canvas



babu eshwar prasad  |   black hole and magic box
48 x 72 inches   |   acrylic on canvas



babu xavier   |   spiritual delights-15
72 x 48 inches   |   acrylic on canvas



binoy varghese  |   untitled
48 x 48 inches    |   acrylic on canvas



bose krishnamachari   |   stretched bodies
36 x 36 inches   |   acrylic on canvas



g r iranna   |   school of loosing virginity
42 x 60 inches   |   mixed media on paper



george martin  |   melting mid day
48 x 48 inches   |   acrylic on canvas



gigi scaria  |   anchored
60 x 50 inches   |   acrylic and automobile paint on paper



imran channa  |   find the real jinnah
84 x 132 inches   |   digital print



jignasha ojha   |   daily soap
48 x 36 inches   |   acrylic on canvas



manjunath kamath   |   i think i was wrong
12.5 x 15.5 inches   |   acrylic and fake diamonds on canvas



murali cheeroth   |   memory palace
48 x 48 inches (attached two 12 x 12 inches canvases)    |   oil on canvas



phaneendra nath chaturvedi   |   the baby with the golden eye
30 X 44 inches   |   pencil & acrylic on archival paper



pooja iranna   |   unspoken tales
60 x 42 inches   |   mix media on canvas



prasad raghvan  |   the sacrifice
42 x 51 inches   |   museum archival print   |   edition: 4 of 5



pratul dash  |   landscape near commonwealth city
36 x 66 inches   |   archival print on paper



rajan krishnan   |   landscape with a tile factory
72 x 72 inches   |   acrylic on canvas



rajesh ram   |   untitled
54 x 78 inches   |   oil on canvas



ravi gossain   |   the window blinds i
60 x 120 inches   |   oil on canvas



roy thomas   |   unexpected revelation
72 x 60 inches   |   oil on canvas



rupa paul  |   lying silence of those who know
72 x 66 inches (diptych)   |   acrylic and oil on canvas



s ayesha  |   delhi MMx
36 x 36 inches   |   mixed media on wood base



shweta talwar  |   untitled
42 x 29 inches    |   mixed media on paper



sudhanshu sutar  |   raja.....momentary appear and disappear
30 x 22 inches    |   watercolour & lamp black on paper



sunil padwal   |   (of course)
18 x 24 inches (each)   |   installation



t. rathi devi paniker   |   untitled
72 x 60 inches   |   acrylic on canvas



tushar joag   |   yet unbridled
60 x 60 inches   |   digital collage 



tuttu m. tomy   |   romantic ruins
60 x 48 inches   |   acrylic on canvas



vivek vilasini  |   between one shore and several others
40 x 60 inches    |   digital print on archival paper



aanchal wazir, born in 1983, was schooled in dehradun and finished her  graduation in spatial communication design from  national institute of 
design (nid ) in 2010. her work is a response to her immediate urban surroundings, mourns and celebrates the innate juncture of postmodernity, 
schizophrenia and capitalism. the artist works and lives in new delhi.

anoli perera was born in colombo, sri lanka. after her b.a in political science, sociology, and economics from the university of colombo, sri lanka 
in 1984, she did a post graduate diploma in international affairs from the bandaranaike center for international studies, sri lanka in 1986. in 1989 
she was part of - studio three: adult education art group. continuing education program, santa barbara city college, california, usa and artworks: 
the visual art school of princeton for continuing education, new jersey, usa. amongst her several national and international group exhibitions 
the most recent one is theertha artists at shanthi road, bangalore, india. artful resistance: contemporary art  from sri lanka, museum der 
weltkulturen, frankfurt, germany in 2010. 

arron teo was born in1982 in singapore. he graduated from nanyang academy of fine arts and university of huddersfield, uk with a ba (hons) in 
fine art: painting and drawing. he was listed as one of the seven artists to watch by prestige magazine in september 2007. he was also invited to 
appear on channel 8’s good morning singapore (29 december 2008) and interviewed by my paper (31 december 2008) regarding his 
photographs & experience in eye é city 2007. arron’s photographs have won him 2nd prize in life is great photography competition in 2003 and 
1st prize in singapore police academy photography competition in 2005. he was awarded honorable mention in everyman photo contest, usa in 
2004. his photography works have been exhibited in various prominent venues such as singapore art museum, post-museum, national library, 
mica building and recently in phoenicia association gallery in usa. various photography books have also featured his photographs such as to 
singapore with love, the magical spaces project and eye é city (2002, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 & 2009). arron is currently a part-time lecturer 
at nanyang academy of fine arts. he enjoys capturing the beautiful wedding moments that will bring out the lovely smiles of newly weds. he also 
photographs artistic portraits of people around him and questions the existence of ideal beauty in his paintings. the artist lives and works in 
singapore.

babu eshwar prasad was born in 1968 in karnataka, india.  he finished his bachelor's degree of fine arts in painting from the college of fine arts, 
bangalore in 1989 and his master's degree in printmaking from the fine arts faculty of the ms university, baroda in 1992. in 1989-91 he won the 
national scholarship, ministry of human resources and development and worked under the supervision of the eminent artist k. laxma goud, 
whilst at baroda. prasad's paintings explore landscapes recalled and recreated through the mind's eye during dreams. his works are featured in 
collections all over the country including the national gallery of modern art.

babu xavier was born in 1960, trivandrum, kerala, india, babu xavier is a self- taught artist, he believed that his inspirations and methods would 
be affected and restrained by a formal schooling in fine arts. a chance encounter with the famous artist jayapal panicker left such a lasting 
impression on xavier that he withdrew from college in his final year to join him at the cholamandal art colony in madras and work under his 
guidance for a while. babu xavier is an artist whose canvases are brought alive with vivid colours and fantastic creatures. he is a recipient of 
many prestigious awards and has had over 30 solo exhibitions till date. he lives and works in kovalam, kerala.

binoy varghese was born in 1966, kuttathukulam, kerala, india. he did his diploma in fine arts from the rlv college of fine arts, kerala. he was the 
artist-in-residence at aicon gallery, new york in 2007; banff centre for arts, alberta, canada in 2000 and cholamandal artists village, chennai 
during 1994-98. he has held six one-man shows at new delhi, canada, chennai. he has also participated in three two-men shows and many group 
shows which include reading paint, bangkok in 2007; definitively provisional , copenhagaun, denmark; 11th asian art biennale, bangladesh in 
2004; miami art festival, sponsored by jacob karpio gallery costa rica in 1999; 41st national academy exhibition, rabindra bhavan, new delhi in 
1998. he has received several awards including the national award by national academy of arts, new delhi in 1998; a fellowship from the 
madhavan nair foundation, kochi in1993 and a scholarship from the arnawaz- vasudev charitable trust from 1994 to 1996. his works are with 
ngma, new delhi as well as in several national and international collections. the artist lives and works in new delhi.

bose krishnamachari was born in 1963, kerala, india.  bose completed his bfa from the jj school of arts, before acquiring a masters from 
goldsmith’s college, university of london. he has mounted a number of solo shows, the most prominent of these being, amuseum(1992), objects 
of attenton(1995), dandy( 1996), de curating- indian contemporary artists( 2003) and ghost: transmemoir(2006). bose has also participated in 
numerous group shows including ngma’s, 50 years of indian art (1999) persistence of memory (1997), and memoms for the new millennium 
(2000) amongst several others. he lives and works in mumbai.

a r t i s t p r o f i l e s



g r.iranna (iranna rukumpur) was born in 1970, sindgi district bijapur, karnataka,india, g. r. iranna graduated in 1994 with m.f.a painting from 
college of art, delhi. he also was a part of the residency program at wimbledon school of art, london in 1999. among the several awards he has 
received notable are the 40th national academy award from lalit kala akademi, new delhi, 1997 and the aifacs award, delhi, 50 years of art in 
independent india. g.r. iranna’s works are among the collections of the national gallery of modern art, new delhi;  david robert collection london; 
kiran nadar collection ; singapore art museum;  chester & david harvest usa ; sam museum usa, germany, paris, hong kong and switzerland.

george martin p.j. was born in 1973, angamaly, kerala, india, george martin has a masters of visual arts (sculpture), government college of art & 
craft, kolkata in 2001 and a masters of visual arts (sculpture), government college of art & craft, kolkata in 1998. he has a number of solo shows 
to his credit and the most recent being, “objective voice”, vadehra art gallery new delhi, 2009. he has participated in several group shows, art 
residencies and workshops in india and abroad. among a number of awards george martin was the recipient of the promising artist award-1, 
india habitat centre, new delhi and art india magazine mumbai in 2005 and highly commended award, lalit kala akademi, kerala in 1995. 
currently he lives and works in new delhi.

gigi scaria was born in 1973, kothanalloor, kerala, india. gigi scaria did his m.f.a. (painting), from jamia millia university, new delhi in 1998 and bfa 
(painting) from college of fine arts, thiruvananthapuram in 1995. his recent solo show, open windows closed boundaries, dubai art fair, was held 
at gallery chemould, mumbai, 2010. he has participated in several group shows, art residencies and workshops in india and abroad.

imran channa was born in 1981, lahore, pakistan, he has a masters in visual arts from the national college of arts, lahore, 2008. his recent solo 
exhibition “badshahnama” was held at tm project gallery, geneva, switzerland, drawingroom gallery, lahore, 2010. he has participated in 
several group shows, art residencies and workshops. imran channa’s body of work looks at historical perspectives, and in turn questions the 
authenticity of ‘history’. he currently lives and works in lahore, pakistan.

jignasha ojha was born in 1979, gujarat, india. she completed her bachelor’s degree in fine arts (painting) from the faculty of fine arts, maharaja 
siyajirao university, baroda, in 2001, followed by her master’s degree in the same, from the same institution in 2003. in 2007, ojha received the 
commonwealth arts and craft award from the commonwealth foundation in london. jignasha ojha’s work is inspired by traditional miniature 
paintings, especially in terms of perspective, colour and composition. she has had numerous group and solo shows in india and abroad.

manjunath kamath was born in 1972 at mangalore, india. he acquired his bfa (bachelor of fine arts) from chamarajendra academy of visual arts, 
mysore in 1994 and was an artist in residence  - school of art & design, university of wales institute, cardiff, uk. in 2002. he was also a recipient of 
the charles wallace scholarship. uk. he has mounted several solo & group shows since 1996. some of his most recent  shows are- conscious-sub-
conscious, gallery espace in 2010, 108 small stories, gallery espace, new delhi in 2007,didifesta by gwangju city museum, gwangju biennale hall 
in 2010, “the fantastic garden”  changwon art festival in 2010, marvelous reality, rabindra bhavan, gallery espace in 2009. retrieval systems 
curated by ranjit hoskote ,art alive new delhi in 2009. he has participated in several national and international art workshops and camps like, 
the sculpture camp ,gallery sumukha bangalore in 2008. his works are housed in the collection of the ngma, new delhi, mr. e. alkazi, art heritage 
new delhi & other private collections. the artist lives and works in delhi.

murali cheeroth was born in 1966, kerala,  india. he has completed mfa in 1995 and bfa in 1992 from kalabhavan, santiniketan, west bengal. he 
also has an advanced computer diploma in digital media. he has exhibited in over 75 significant shows across the globe in the last two decades 
of his art practice. his most recent solo show unmarked “was held at viart gallery new delhi. 2009; and his most recent group show ‘if i were a 
saint’ was  curated by johny m l,organized by shrine empire gallery new delhi, 2009. amongst his several award and accolades notable is the 
kerala state lalit kala academy award 1997-98, and kanoria scholarship for print making, 1997. his works are housed in the collections of many 
institutions, museums and private art collectors.  though mainly he works on paintings and new media now, he had worked in the past 
extensively on printmaking and theatre. his visual cultures refer deeply to a wide variety of sources in the cultural sphere and contain within 
them a deep conversation with history of representation in visual media-- fine art of course- but also cinema, music and above all architecture. 
the artist lives and works in bangalore.

phaneendra nath chaturvedi was born in 1981 in varanasi, u. p., india; he acquired his m. f. a. (painting) from college of arts & crafts, faculty of fine 
arts university of lucknow. he has been a part of several workshops and art fairs since 1999 and has had several solo shows since 2003. his 
works are housed in the collection of the lalit kala akademy, new delhi,jammu & kashmir academy of arts, culture & languages, jammu, j&k, 
aifacs, new delhi among several others.



pooja iranna was born in 1969, new delhi, india. she completed her m.f.a. in painting from college of art, new delhi, in 1995 and b.f.a. in painting 
from college of art, new delhi, in 1991. notable among the many awards she has received is the outstanding women achievers award by (yflo), a 
wing of ficci in 2009. she has had a number of solo shows, the most recent being a solo show at palette art gallery, new delhi in 2010. pooja  
iranna lives and works in new delhi.

prasad raghavan was born in 1968, india. he earned his bachelor’s degree in graphic design fromcollege of fine arts, trivandrum, 1991. following 
his graduation he worked as visualiser/ art director at wieden + kennedy, saatchi & saatchi, ogilvy & mather. since 2007, raghavan has been 
actively participating in group shows both in indiaand internationally. his recent shows include, spy, curated by bose krishnamachari, guild art 
gallery, mumbai; everywhere is war (and rumours of war) curated by shaheen merali, bodhi art, mumbai, 2008; everything curated by bose 
krishnamachari, willem baars projects, amsterdam, 2008; video wednesdays, curated by johny ml, gallery espace, delhi, 2008-2009 and long 
gone & living now, galerie mirchandani + steinruecke, mumbai, 2009. prasad lives and work in delhi.

pratul dash was born in 1974,burla, orissa, india  .he did his mfa (painting college of art, new delhi in 1998 and bfa (painting) b.k college of arts & 
crafts, bhubaneswar, orissa in 1995. among several of his solo shows the most recent is “human spaces”, sara khan contemporary art, schaan, 
switzerland in 2010. since 1993 he has received a number of scholarships and awrds to facilitate his work. his works are in the collections of 
several private and public collectors like the kiran nadar museum of art, noida; devi foundation, new delhi; national gallery of modern art, new 
delhi.

rajan krishnan was born in 1967, kerala, india .he completed his b.a. economics from calicut university, kerala in 1989 and then did bfa painting 
from govt. college of fine arts, thiruvananthapuram in 1996. he went on to graduate with a m.f.a painting from faculty of fine arts, m. s. 
university, baroda in 1996. he has had several solo shows among which, four paintings, bombay art gallery, mumbai in 2009 is the most recent. 
he currently lives and works in kochi, kerala.

rajesh ram was born in 1978, sahibgunj, jharkhand, india. during his b.f.a from college of arts and crafts, patna, bihar, the political and social 
movement of the period affected him deeply and the fast changing indian culture, society and language inspired his work of art. rajesh ram 
works characters from the society; based on realistic figures and sculptures which are often painted in devnagari script. the problems in our 
society are depicted in rajesh ram’s work through the use of phrases; he believes that language or phrases when used appropriately become 
tools of peace and love. he has several solo exhibitions and group exhibitions to his credit, “hybrid”anant art gallery, kolkata, 2008 being his 
latest solo show. his works are in the collection of lalit kala akademi, lucknow, among others.

ravi gossain was born in 1950, shimla, india. he graduated with b.tech in chemical engineering from iit, kanpur. his passionate pursuit of painting 
made him a keen student of the medium and he held his first solo shows during 1970-71 at the iit campus. for the next 25 years gossain travelled 
and visited more than 35 countries, as he worked with top corporate companies. he returned to painting with three consecutive solo shows 
2002-2004 at vag, india habitat centre, delhi on a series titled ‘sunflower and space’. he has travelled with his yearly shows ‘celebrating space’ 
2006-2007 to hyderabad, chennai and bangalore.  his recent solo show ‘the big leap’ was held at gallery ragini, delhi, 2010. the artist lives and 
works in delhi.

roy thomas was born in 1966, kerala, india, roy thomas did m.f.a in painting from college of arts delhi in the year 1993, and b.f.a in painting from 
college of fine arts thiruvananthapuram, kerala in 1990. he did six solo shows in different parts of the country including “view from the other 
end” at kitabmahal mumbai in 2007.  he had actively participated in several important group shows and curated shows in india and abroad from 
the year 1988. he is a recipient of junior fellowship from hrd ministry, government of india, in 1997 and national research grant from lalit kala 
academy, new delhi-1993. his works are in collection of many public and privet collections like clenbera art museum, japan /national gallery of 
mordern art new delhi / lalit kala academy regional centre, chennai / lalit kala academy, kerala / college of arts.

rupa paul was born in 1974, kolkata, india. she received her bachelor's degree in painting from government college of art & craft, kolkata in 1999 
and her master's degree in printmaking from the same college in 2002. she has participated in several group shows in india and abroad 
including 'sandwich' at stainless gallery, new delhi in 2008 and 'images/urban/neon' at 1x1 gallery, dubai in 2007. rupa has also won awards in 
painting and printmaking from the government college of art & craft, kolkata. rupa paul lives and works in new delhi.



s ayesha was born in 1981 in delhi, india. she completed her education from msvv, new delhi, india, university of wales, cardiff, wales, and the 
parsons school of design, new york. she is a multi media collage graphic artist and had her first ‘sold out’ solo show in 2007. since then, she has 
worked with a variety of curators including dr. alka pande, anjolie ela menon, mukesh panika, anjali bhalla, pooja sood and has exhibited in 
various galleries including india habitat centre, the stainless, lalitkala academy, bmw studio, nitanjali art gallery and at the lincoln centre, ny, ny. 
she has participated in the india art summit in 2008 and 2009. the artist lives and works in new delhi.

shweta talwar was born in 1984, sharjah, united arab emirates. after excelling at a level arts at the british school, new delhi, she went on to study 
art and design at the prestigious central st martins college, university of the arts, london. her style has always been an amalgamation of 
different techniques, mediums and colours. she handles the various mediums with significant ease and freedom, allowing composition to 
develop naturally while her own artistic instinct guides her. her works walk a fine line between reality and fantasy where all is exaggerated, 
where expression triumphs over form. her dramatic depictions reflect her keen sense of innovation. and she believes strongly that art is 
synonymous with innovation.

sudhanshu sutar was born in 1969 in kalikapur village of orissa, india.  life was tough for the aspiring artist who graduated in fine arts from utkal 
university (1993), orissa. sudhansu started with a quest to travel across orissa on his bicycle to explore more than what he visualized of life 
outside his village. convinced that he was to pursue art as a career, he felt the need to shift base to delhi in 1994.  his works are a representation 
of his roots from orissa and the time he spent in delhi. a marvelous combination of his rural psychological imagery and his complex survival in 
the big city reveals some visually salient images. he has had several solo shows since 1991 and participated in numerous group shows, 
workshops and art fairs. he is a recipient of several awards notable amongst which is,  delhi state exhibition (aifacs) award for entry titled, 
'paper boat for hope'(2002). the artist lives and works in delhi.

sunil padwal was born in 1968, mumbai, india. he has a b.f.a. (applied art) from j. j. inst. of applied art, mumbai, 1989 and b.f.a. (foundation) from j. 
j. school of art, mumbai, 1986. he is a recipient of several awards like the society young achievers award (fine art), 2004; emerging artist of the 
year (the harmony show), 1998; communication artist guild award (cag), 1990. he has participated in several group shows and has had a number 
of successful solo shows since 1994.

t. rathi devi was born in parur, ernakulam, india. she acquired a diploma in painting from govt. institute of fine arts, thrissur. she has participated 
in several group shows since 1987 and has mounted some very successful solo shows like 'mystic landscape' organised by cafe schorlemmer at 
max muller bhavan, bangalore, 1999, 'golden flag staff' organised by draavidia at durbar hall art centre, kochi, 2006. she has also been a part of 
important art workshops and camps like the national women's artists camp at kumarakaom organised by cgh earth,2004 'artist camp' at 
mankombu alappuzha organised by p. krishna pilla smaraka samithi 2003, women of now and forever' international womens artists camp at 
bangalore organised by alliance francaise cultrul centre bangalore,1997. t. rathi devi is a recipient of the state award kerala lalit kala academy 
(2007). the artist currently works and lives in kochi.

tushar joag was born in 1966, mumbai, india. he graduated from sir j.j school of art, bombay in 1988 and completed his post graduation from the 
m.s university, baroda. he did a two year residency (1998-200) at the rijks akademie, the netherlands, and co founded the artist’s initiative open 
circle in 1999. he has exhibited in many group exhibitions the most recent being ‘11th hour’ tang contemporary art, beijing (2010). his recent solo 
exhibitions include ‘reconciliation and truth’, gallery chemould, mumbai (2008), ‘willing suspension’, gallery chemould, mumbai (2005). 
tushar lives and works in bombay.

tuttu m tomy, was born in 1978, kerala, india. a designer by education, he graduated in communication design, from national institute of design 
(nid), ahmadabad, with a specialization in spatial communication design in 2004.  his work takes inspiration from graffiti street art, pop art, 
typography, postmodern instances, interspersed to create works that are graphic and visually violent, and believes in art to be an agency of 
subversion.  the artist works and lives in new delhi.

vivek vilasini was born in1964, trishur, kerala, india. after graduating in political science fromkerala university (1987) and a degree from the all 
india marine college, kochi (1984) he studied sculptural practices from traditional craftsmen. he has had several group shows and solo 
exhibitions in india and abroad. in his work vilasini examines our existing social structures, adapting various expressions of cultural identity 
prevalent in society today to raise questions about the continually changing global scenario that every individual struggles to keep pace with. 
the artist lives and works in bangalore.



Gallery

F-213 C, Lado Sarai, New Delhi - 110030
Tel.: +91 11 295 220 77   |   Website: www.galleryragini.com

Email: galleryragini@gmail.com, raginiart@sc-overseas.com

Supercircle Overseas
A-1/1, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi - 110027
Tel.: +91 11 4144 6500, +91 11 2543 1858

Nidhi Jyoti Jain   |   +91 98112 52305

Niten Mehta   |   +91 98100 42497
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